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By now you should be familiar with the many individual factors
that can contribute to soil or rock instability. Acting in combination,
these factors provide a wide variety of controlling processes and
landslide types. There is therefore no single method of managing
unstable terrain; instead a variety of techniques are needed by the
engineer. In order of priority, the engineer should consider:

AVOIDING the unstable situation
PREVENTING destabilization of marginally stable slopes
STABILIZING unstableslopes
PROTECTING downslope resources when unstable situations cannot be corrected

Avoidance procedures require recognition of unstable terrain,
the main subject of Chapter 2. The application of terrain recognition and assessment skills to avoid unstable situations in
operational forestry are discussed in this chapter.
Section 3.2 on prevention describes methods of road building
and logging that have proven to be successful in reducing the
incidence of landslides, and should be standard practices on all
steep slopes.
Stabilizing techniques (described in Section 3.3) are specialized construction methods or structures used for crossing obviously unstable terrain. Advice from geotechnical engineers
should be sought when most of these methods are used.
The final section (3.4) on protection describes methods of protecting downslope facilities, such as camps or roads, when it is
impossible or too expensive to stabilize the upper slope.
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3.1 AVOIDANCE
The recognition and avoidance of unstable slopes is without
doubt the most effective and cost-efficient method of managing
landslide-prone terrain. On extreme slopes, abandonment of the
area may be the best environmental and economic solution. In
most instances, however, the unstable portion of a slope covers
only a small area. Careful field mapping and hazard assessment
can locate the boundaries on the unstable area. Often it may be
easily avoided during road location or deleted completely from the
cutblock. Slight changes in the original road location or changes
in road grade are often adequate to bypass the unstable section.
Scheduling certain activities to dry periods can also avoid stability
problems that might occur during wet months or storms.
Wherever possible, use the avoidance procedures outlined in
this section as the first option in dealing with suspect terrain.

3.1.1 Scheduling Harvesting Activities
The vast majority of all landslides occur during the winter,
especially during large storms. Soil strengths are low, as moisture
is at its highest level, erosion processes are active, and windthrow
hazard is high. Additional destabilizing factors such as side
casting can increase the seasonal failure rate. Scheduling road
building and yarding activities in steep slope areas for the
drier months is an effective landslide control measure.
Activities that can trigger landslides during very wet weather
and activities that are not overly sensitive to weather are listed on
page 94. During operations on very unstable slopes, scheduling
the activities in column one in drier summer months and those in
column two during the wetter period will reduce landslide incidence.
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Wet Weather
Activities

Dry Weather
Activities
Road construction on slopes
steeper than 30˚

Road construction on slopes
flatter than 20˚

Cross-stream
yarding

Good deflection
yarding on open
slopes

Pulling on backline or guyline
stumps

Mobile backspar
yarding

Sidecasting

Endhauling

Deep cuts in soft
rock

Road cuts less
than 2 m deep

Blasting

Felling

Seasonally dependent logging activities on potentially unstable slopes
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3.1.2 Avoiding Activities During Intense Storms
Avoiding logging activities during particularly intense single
storms can also reduce landslide risk. Inventories have shown
that hundreds of slides in a region may occur during an intense
storm. Shallow debris slides and debris flows often occur once a
threshold rainfall intensity has been exceeded.
If the total amount of rainfall over a specific time period (the
intensity) exceeds the values shown in the histogram below at any
time during the storm, then there is a high probability of failure. For
example, if the rainfall intensity exceeds 10 cm in 24 hours, at any
time during the storm the risk of landslides is high.

These values are the minimum intensities needed to trigger
slides, assuming previously saturated soils (i.e., from winter
storms) and vegetated slopes. Less intense storms may trigger
slides within clearcuts or along roads, where drainage may be
concentrated at a single point.
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3.1.3 Locating Forest Roads
Road building is the main destabilizing activity carried out in
forestry. Avoidance of naturally unstable areas is the most cost95

effective means of dealing with unstable terrain. Avoidance
procedures can be carried out at any stage of road building, but
are most effective at the engineering stage. The following techniques can aid in locating forest roads and dealing more effectively
with road problems in unstable terrain.

Airphoto mapping
An airphoto reconnaissance of the proposed development
area will reveal areas of past landslide activity, an excellent indicator of future landslides. Other more subtle indicators of instability, described in Chapter 2, can also be observed on air photos.
These areas should be mapped onto the photos or onto 1:20 000
maps and used during the initial layout to avoid any areas of
concentrated instability.

Field investigations
Field investigations must be made of any areas considered to
have at least a moderate potential for landsliding. Use Chapter 2
on “field recognition of unstable terrain” to map these areas. It is
most convenient to map features of instability directly onto a
contoured cutting permit map (1: 5 000 scale). This map should
be made before any road locations are established.

Avoidance of unstable sites
Avoid the unstable areas delineated on your map by linking up
the stable zones. Treat unstable areas as control points, just as
you would a topographic control point such as a rock cliff. In most
cases it is possible to avoid all of the unstable areas and still
provide adequate access and deflection. The road location in
the following map illustrates effective avoidance of unstable
areas.
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Contoured cutting permit map (1:5000) showing stability class areas (dashed
dark lines) and proposed road locations (solid dark lines)

Grade changes
Grade changes can be used to avoid many instability problems. An adjustment of the original grade can be made at any
stage of engineering or construction to avoid or minimize the effect
of a potentially unstable area, even after landslides have occurred. Examples are avoiding sidecasting onto the head of an
incipient slide by moving further upslope, or moving the road
alignment away from the toe of a slide to prevent removal of the
toe support. Many landslides will progress upslope by headwall
ravelling, so give a wide berth if the operation is going above
potential landslide sites. The cost effectiveness of grade changes
is greatest in the engineering stage. Having to adjust grade
abruptly during construction can result in very poor adverse grade
as well as the possibility of remedial slope stabilization work.
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Abandonment of the road location
Abandonment of the proposed road location may be the best
option if there are extensive areas of unavoidable unstable terrain.
There are many examples of logging roads that have cost more
than the value of the harvested wood. A decision to abandon the
area should also be based on a consideration of the other resources that may be damaged by landslides, and the possibility of
having to provide expensive protection works farther downslope.

3.1.4 Yarding System Options
Harvesting plans should consider a variety of yarding systems
to match terrain conditions to feasible road and landing locations.
Switching from one proposed system to another may avoid the
need to traverse as much sensitive terrain. Two alternative road
locations are shown on the map below for a skyline system

Original Location:
• climbing road at 15-1 8%; cannot get onto stable ridge location.
• if a slide should occur, there is a good chance it would travel to or past
the main road below.

• increasing grade on road would not help.

Alternative Location:
• portion of road through Class IV requires careful construction; less
Class V than original.
• potential for a slide where one has already occurred; however, debris
would not travel very far (if there was flat terrain 25 m below).
• also potential for a short debris torrent if culvert or fill material is
improperly placed as road crosses intermittent streams; requires careful placement of fill (Class IV terrain).
• longer route location; could be more expensive to construct, but easier.
• care required around the top of the headwall area of low gradient
streams.
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(alternative road location) and for a highlead system (initial road
location). Skyline systems usually have less total road development. Therefore, more area of unstable terrain may have to be
traversed to reach the landing location. Access roads for a
helicopter logging option (not shown on the map) could reduce the
impact on sensitive terrain even further.
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The histogram below shows the total length of road development in various terrain sensitivity classes. The skyline system has
2.3 km less road (40% less) in sensitive class IV and V stability
zones than the highlead system. Helicopter yarding would save
another 1.5 km of development in the class V stability zone.
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Relative lengths of road in various terrain sensitivity classes, under three yarding
systems

On most unstable terrain, a mix of yarding systems will allow
maximum harvest with least environmental impact from road
construction. An optimal mix of highlead, grapple, yarding crane,
and helicopter systems is illustrated on page 101. Maximum lowcost conventional harvesting is combined with more expensive
partial cut helicopter harvesting in the unstable stability class V
areas. The combination of systems fully uses the entire area,
protects unstable areas, and is still profitable to harvest.
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A mix of yarding systems provides "total chance" harvesting and least environmental impact (FERIC, Land Management Report 59).
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3.1.5 Landing Locations
Failure of the soil or rock beneath a landing can be disastrous,

so careful consideration must be given in selecting suitable sites.
Landing platform failures are not common, as landings are usually
located on natural benches or ridge tops. More common are
failures of accumulated landing debris, which can oversteepen
and overload the slope below the landing. Landing site selection
requires that the site stability, as well as the capacity for retaining
debris, be considered.
The following terrain conditions should be avoided when sites
for landings are selected:
OBVIOUSLY UNSTABLE SITES. These are made even
more unstable by landing or road construction.
OPEN SLOPES IN EXCESS OF 30 DEGREES with no
natural benches. Full benches are necessary for all landings to withstand the machine vibration and weight loads.
Full benching these sites involves tremendous amounts of
excavation. The material is often disposed of as sidecast,
destabilizing the slope below. Also, open slopes usually
have very little room for landing debris, which can accumulate, oversteepen the slope, and eventually lead to failure.
GULLY HEADWALLS. Apart from being naturally unstable
sites, there is usually little room to accumulate landing
debris safely. Stumps and debris are often cast downslope
into the gullies, where they can initiate debris flows.
NARROW RIDGES BETWEEN GULLY HEADWALLS.
These sites are attractive for their excellent deflection. The
ridges are commonly unstable sites, however, as they
develop by retrogressive slumping of the headwalls.
AREAS UNDERLAIN BY STEEPLY DIPPING SEDIMENTARY ROCK OR FRACTURED ROCK. Where the
underlying bedrock occurs in layers that are steeply inclined
out of the hillslope, machine vibration and blasting can
initiate a rockslide.
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3.1.6 Locating Camps
A thorough slope stability investigation must be made of any
proposed logging camp location. The potential for loss of life and
the high capital costs require a more detailed analysis than would
normally be used for roads. As camps can be usedfor many years,
the probability of failure at some time during the life of the camp
can be high.
The main hazard is from landslides or debris flows initiating
upslope and scouring through or depositing material on the camp.
The site characteristics ideally suited to camp location–gentle
slopes, well-drained soils and available water-are often found on
fluvial fans at the mouths of steep gullies. Unfortunately, many of
these fans have been built up by repeated debris flows. Camps
sited on fans often sit directly astride the runout paths of these
landslides.

Logging camp located on debris flow fans
active debris flow channels

Note light-colored track of

and open slope debris slides
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS USED TO IDENTIFY DEBRIS
TORRENT RUNOUT ZONES
ALLUVIAL FANS
Fans formed by debris flows often have steeper
slopes (6-15 degrees) than true fluvial fans (3-5
degrees).
The fans are composed of unsortedcoarse rubble
ratherthan well-sorted stream gravels and sands.

LOBES OR LEVEES
Lobes or levees of coarse rubble, often with large
logs lying incorporatedin the debris, can be found
on the fan surface or in the gully immediately
above the fan. Look for old logging machinery,
cables, water lines and the like, which have been
partially buried by debris.
OLD LOG JAMS
Old log jams may be found lodged in the trees adjacent to the stream channels on the fan or in the
gullies above.
ABANDONED CHANNELS
Inspectionof older air photos will often show clear
unvegetated landslidetracks on the fans and may
give an idea of how far down the fan these events
have travelled. Abandoned channels can often be
observed on the fan surface. These channel
changes are frequently the result of debris flows.
BURIED DEPOSITS
Buried soils of older flow material, often with
woody layers separating the deposits.
EVIDENCE OF UPSLOPE INSTABILITY
Evidence of slope instability in the gullies above
the fan.
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Avoid locating camps on fans or any other areas where there
is clear evidence of past landslides. A terrain specialist should be
consulted where no alternative sites are available. Locating the
camp as far down the fan as possible (e.g., beyond the zone of
obvious large debris deposition) and building deflection channels
and dykes (Section 3.4.1) may be an option. A float camp may also
prove to be a viable alternative.

3.1.7 Clearcut Location and Backline Boundaries
Landslides are rarely triggered during the actual logging operation. Rather, they occur on sites that are naturally moderately
stable, but become unstable following tree root deterioration. One
of the objectives of locating cutblocks is to be able to predict the
area that will become unstable over time and adjust the opening
boundary accordingly.
Terrain characteristics that are associated with potentially
unstable terrain are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. In brief, avoid
locating cutblocks:

ON AREAS THAT ARE ACTIVELY SLIDING
ON SLOPES THAT ARE STEEPER THAN 70% and
show signs of active soil movement or seepage

IN GULLY HEADWALLS
OVER GULLY SIDESLOPES that have a significant
soil cover and that are higher than 15 m and steeper
than 75%
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